
Hot Action Cop, Busted
Everybody knows, trouble's easy to get, burnouts, deal it to the teachers pet. For some fun there is always sex, hidin' in the corner like a sharp t-rex. mhhhmhhh... In your home all the ways it means, guns hidin' under porno magazines. Theres booze and pills, cheap thrills and dreams, murder is a game on a PC screen. Little baby lost to the world outside, trying not to let anyone inside. Learning what you get from a TV set and it it makes you crazy. Hide it all away on a bathroom shelf, boasted in the mirror ??? image of yourself. Beatuiful as this whole world can be, you just don't see it. and it makes me crazy, yeah... This chick's trying to pay for things, swingin from a ??? in an ??? This dude's trying to ease the sting, tieing off his arm with a nylon string. mirror, mirror, can you tell if they're kneeling in confession or if they just fell? the mirror looks back and it knows damn well, it's really hard livin' when you're livin whith yourself. Little baby lost to the world outside, trying not to let anyone inside. Hold the love you get from a tv set and it makes you crazy. Hide it all away on a bathroom shelf, boasted in the mirror ??? image of yourself. Talking in your head, lay awake in bed in the twilight screaming. And it makes me crazy, it drives me crazy, yeah. it makes me crazy, yeaahhh...ohh.. Everybody lost to the world outside, trying to fill the hole that will grow to the day that you die, never knew it would be this way, livin in a place, that you never wanna face night and day, never knew it would be this way and it drives me crazy. Everybody lost to the world outside, losing all control of the road they drive. Hold the love you get from a tv set and it makes you crazy. Hide it all away on a bathroom shelf, boasted in the mirror ??? image of yourself. Talking in your head, lay awake in bed and it makes me crazy...
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